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Let G be an infinite graph; define de& G to be the least m such that any partition P of the 
vertex set of G into sets of uniformly bounded cardinality contains a set which is adjacent to at 
least m Other sets of the partition. If G is either a regular tree 01 a triangtiisr, sqzart or 
hexagonal planar mosaic graph, it is shown that deg, G equals the degree of G. This verifies 
some conjectures of S. Ulam. Several open problems are given. 
The present paper verifies some conjectures of Ulam concerning infinite graphs. 
Generally, they may be stated as follows for a graph G: “For each partition of the 
vertet set of G into sets of Lniformly bounded cardinality, there is at least one set 
of the partition which is adjacent to m (or more) other sets of the partition”. In 
this paper, G is either a regular tree or a planar mosaic graph; m is then equal to 
the degree of G. 
The graphs considered are undirected, without loops or multiple edges. No 
restriction is placed on the cardinality of the vertex set of a graph; otherwise, we 
follow the terminology of h3]. The cardinality of a set X is denoted by 1x1. 
Let G be a graph. Wilith eac:h partition P = {Si : i E I} of the vertex set V(G), .we 
associate the graph G/P defined by: 
(i) V(G/P) = P; 
(ii) SiSi E G/P IFF ill: j a,nd ~RU E G for some u E Si, u E Si. 
If (ii) holds, Si and !: iire said to be adjacent. Let N (resp. N’) denote the set of 
non-negative (resp. positive) integers; let k EN+. P is said to b,e a (vertex) 
k-partition of G if ISil~ k for each i E I. It is usual to de;lc.te deg C; = 
sup{deg, 2, : v E G}, where deg, 2, = I{u : uo E G}\. For each k EN , we defi)lc 
degk G = inf {deg (G/P): P is a k-partition of G} and deg, G = inf (deg, li;r: 
k E N+}. 
Let T,, m -- 2,3, . . . , denote the m-regular tree, i 2. the unique (countably 
infinite) tree which is an m-regulal graph. Let h/I,, _‘%,, M, denote Ihe infimte 
mosaic graphs shown in Fig. 1. Ulam [ll] conjectured recently that, if G is any of 
the graphs pi or .Mi, then deg, G = deg G. These conjectures are verified in the 
present paper. We should like to express here our thanks to Professor Ulam fl,r 
his interest and many helpful discussions. 
i The second author was mpported by NSF Grant MSC 7521130. 
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The paper is divided intd t&ree parts. In the first .part, using mostly combi later- 
ial arguin~qts, we verify the conjkctures for the T, aqd for MS. The results of the 
second part depend strongly on a theorem (2.1)‘due to Alexandroff [l] cont.>lning 
~ve;ings of the plane by compact sets; we are ‘indlebted to J. Mycielski f 33 this 
reference. We uue this the&!&n to show that if G.is the l-skeleton ot a triangula- 
~-ion of the plane satisfving certain uniform botindedness conc’iitions, then 
de& G = 6 (which settle_ ‘: tinjedure for .&). Using this result and a com- 
binatorial emma, we verify the conjecture for M4, The last part of the paper 
contains further remarks and conjecttrres, ome OS them due to Ulam. 
2. Some eou~&~g lrpmen#s 
FkoposftlQn 1.1. Let G be an arbitrary graph. We list the folbwing simple proper- 
ties of deg, G: 
(i) deg, G = sup (deg, C : C is a ccrqxxzent of G}, 1 s k c 0). 
(iii degG=deg,G>deg,G~..~~JegkG=degk+,G=+.~=deg,G for 
some kEW*. 
(iii) deg, G == 0 IFF there is k EN” such that each component of G has no more 
than k vertices. 
(iv) deg,,, G# 1. 
(v) deg Ga&, implies deg, G = deg G. 
The following theorem gives a necessary condition for a graph G to satisfy 
deg,: G c m. Recall that, if u, u are wertizes of a connected graph G, then the 
distance &(u, u) is the length of an!’ :J:d_u-test u-u path of G. For an arbitrary 
graph G, we define (1!&u, Y) = .Ce,( u, V) if u, ZI are in the same component C of G, 
and write &(u, u) = CQ otherwise, For leach u E G and n EN, define Bo(u, n) = 
(O E G : dG(u, U)S n}. If G is vertex..hc nrogeneous, the number IBG(u, le)t does aot 
depend on the choice of u; berAote it by b,(n). For an arbitrary graph G, let 
b&z) = sup (jB/&4, n)j : u E G}. In par.:icuiar, define 
t,(n) = h&l) = 
1 + 2n, if m=2; 
l+ rn[(m- )” - l]/(m-2), if sns3. 
(1.1) 
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‘I%eorem 1.2. Let (3 be a graph. If k, m EN+, m Z= 2 ad deg, G d m, then 
bJn)s k * t,,,(n), for each n EN. 
Proof. Observe firs; that, if u is a vertex of a graph H such th;at deg H d m, then 
I&(u, n)l c t,(n) for each n EN. Now, since degk G d m, there is a k-partition 
P = {Si : i E I) of G sach that deg (G/P) < m. Consider the graph G’ on V( Gl such 
that, if u f Si and 21 E Sj, then uu E G’ provided that either i = j or S,S, E G/P. Since 
GE G’, B&U, n)c13,#, (u, n) f.3r each u snd n. On the other hand, if n 2 I and 
u E Si, then jB,Ju, rt)l< k a IB,,(Si, n)l6 k * t,,,(n) by initial observation. Thus 
IB,(u, n)js k - r,(n) f or each u E G and n EN. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 1.3. Let G be a graph. 1j’ deg, G s 2, then b,(n) = O(n), that is, bG( n) 
is linear in n. If deg, G c m for m > 3, then bG(ni = O((m - I)” ). 
Proof. This assertion follows from Proposition 1.1 (ii), equality (1.1) and 
Theorem 1.2. 
Ccrollary 1.4. deg, T, = m, for m = 1,2, . . . 
Proof. By Proposition 1.1 (ii), deg, T, < deg T,,, = m. By (iii :t and (iv) of 1.1, 
degm T,a 2. Finally, by Theorem 1.2 (or Corollary 1.3), deg,, ‘r,,, 2 m if m Z= 3. 
Co~roIlary 1.5. deg,, M3 = 3. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.1 (ii), deg, M3- ~3. Cn the other hanrl, since bM,(n)== n*, 
it follows from Corollary 1.3 that deg, MJ 2 3. 
Let G be a graph. For each u E G and n E N. define So (u, n) = 
{u E G : dG(u, ui = r,:} and let sG(n) = sup {I&( U, n)j : u E G>. Tl~c: following piopos- 
ition gives a sufficient condition for deg, G =Z 2. 
Proposiition 1.6. 1;F se(n) = O(l), then del;= G < 2. 
Proof. By assumption, there is a k EN such that /&(u, n)l d 1; for eac11 uE G an?l 
HEN. Egy Proposition 1.1 (i), we may ass\ mc that G it; con;lt>cted. L:‘oose scrlt 
u E G and let P = {SG(u, n) # $9; n EN}. It i! easy to SW .har P tI P k-p <tlii,‘n of C? 
such that deg (G/I’) =Z 2. 
It seems more difficult to find an analogous c,ufficient ccncl * ICLI “!>r S to s,ifkrv 
deg, G < m fol: m 3 3 (see $3). 
The following ~:xzlrnpls hut tFsi the condie;c;n of Pr~~~p4lion I.(> is rot 
necessary. 
ES&#& &7; Let R be the tree obt, lined fro. trees RO, I?$, . . . (Fig. 2) ,ti$ 
ide@lifying vertices 17~ and vi, for each i 3 1.. Cleat ly degz R = 2, hence deg* R = 2, 
but tie sequence I&(u, n)l, PI 3 N, is unbounded for each o E R. 
Fig. 2 
The. results of this section depend on the following theorem due to Alexandroff 
[l J. A sequence LO, L1, . . . of simple closdd curves is said to be expajlding if,. for 
each ‘8 EN, .L.* lies with] n L,,, and JAO sequence (pO, pl, . . . ), pi E Li, his a limit 
p4nt. 
F’htorm 2.1. (Alexandr 13.) Let s be a covering of the plane by compact sets 
so:h that each bounded region of the plane is cooered by a finite union of members 
of 5@. Suppose thar, for e.z:h expanding sequence LO, L,, . . . , there is an m such 
theft, for n 3 m, L,, intersects at least 27 members of 35 Then there exists an FE 9 
(i&deed an in@ite number of them) which intersects not less than six other members 
of 9. 
‘fhe following corollary ia, immediate rom Alexandr&‘s theorem. We note that 
a rlirect proof of a slightly weaker result (each member of 9 is required to have 
diameter G ~1 was given inde-en.denaly by Lichtenbaum [6]. 
CuroSbwy 2.2. Let k EN+, r: 0, and let 9 be a covt ring of the plane b): compact 
sets such that 
(i) each boundell region of the pla w Ss covered by a finite union of members of 
9; 
iii) each member of 9 is a union of a? most k sets of diameter =Z r. 
Then there exists an FE 96 which in:ersccts not less than six other membt rs of 9. 
‘T%e foIlwing theorem wi.s suggested by Ulam. We recall that, given a farnil:, 
3 IF, : i E r) of cets, the intersecticn graplh of 9 is defined by V(G) = 9 anti 
G G prnvidetl that F, II Fz f $4. 
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ZPlteortm 2.3. @lam.) Let n EN+, r>O and let G be a graph otiose ve:‘tex set is 
a subset of the plane. Suppose that 
.&j. h ‘t s ea. WM qwre contains at most n uertices oJ G; 
(a) uv E G in#t?s that the (Euclidean) distance d (u, v) C r. ‘Z%en deg, G s 6. 
l??wf. Let 3 = (r;i : i E I> denote ihe hexagonal mosaic, i.e., the covering of the 
plane by closed regular hexagons. Identify the intersection grallh of 8i with the 
graph A& Assume that the sides of each hexagon are of length I and ier P = {Si : i 
~‘f) be a partition of V(G) satisfying Si c Fi foi each i E 1. P y (i) there is an 
integer k. (depending on II and r) such that iSi[ s k for each i. O!;,I the other hand, 
by (ii), if uu E G and, say, u E F,, II E F,, then Fl f I lz2 # fl. Thus, cue,Ay, G/PC I&. 
It follows that deg, G s 6 as desired. 
The next theorem combines the results presented above. “ihe notions of 
combinatorial tcpology used here are elementary; see e.g. [2]. 
Theorem 2.4. Lei G be the l-skeleton of a triangulation K of tr’~ plane. Suppose 
that for some n EN+, r-=-O, G satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.3. 
Then deg, G = 6. 
Proof. First, by 2.3, deg, G :Z 6. To show the converse, let k EN+ and let 
P = {Si : i E I} be a k-partition of G. Denote by K’ the baryces kric: subdivision 3f .# 
and by V the set (= V(G)) of vertices of K. Consider th: covering .9(, = 
{St (u, K’): D E v) of the plane by the barycentric stars of K Then, clearly, CJ is 
the intersection graph of SO (equivalently, K is the nerve o’ 9,, see [2, p. 391:. 
Consequently, G/P is (isomorphic to) the intersection gniph of the covering 
$=(&:iEI), where F,= U{St (II, K’) : ‘u E Si) for each i. It foIlo\vs easily from the 
assumptions on K that 8 satisfies the conditions of Corollary 2.,2. Thus, one of thie 
4’s intersects not less than six other 
proves that de& G 3 6. 
members of 9, i.e. deg (G/P) 2 6. This 
Corollary 2.5. deg, A& = 6. 
We will show next that deg, A& = 1. Clearly, Theorem 2.1 cannot be applied 
directly in this case. We prove first the following graph-theo;e:ic lemma. 
Lemma 2.6. Let G be a graph. If deg G < 3, then thsre is a graph H such that 
V(H) = V(G), E(G) c E(H), deg, D - deg, u d 2 for each c E 13, and every 4- 
cycle of G has a diagonal in H. 
Proof. We may assume that G is ronnected, and that every p:lgc* of 6 is conttined 
in some 4-cycle. (Otherwise, argue separately for eich comp~-_ lent of the graph 
obtained from 6; kj- removing all edges which are not con?air.~ d in a 4-cyclc.‘~ If
no vertex of G is contained in three kr ‘)’ more distincr 4. qzlt:: ) then H mxy lx 
Finally, aqume that there are two disti&t 4-cycl& o!i G whi& have two edges 
in common. Then G must contain the graph &a (Fig. 3). As b&fore, one verifie.s 
now that G m;lst be a subgrap$ of KS3 Fig. 3). Since K& C K,, the assertion of 
the Lemma holds foa I&. It follows that the assertion of the lemma holds for 
&. Ht follows that the assertion holds for G. This completes the proof. 
Fig. 3 
Theorem 2.7. Deg, M4 = 4. 
Prood. By Proposition 1.1 (ii)l it sufkes to show that deg, M4 9 4. Assume the 
contrary; then degk M4 G 3 for some k E N’. Let P = (S, : i E r) be a k-partition of 
M4 such that deg (MJP)a 3. Let H be a graph satisfying the conditions of 
Lemma 2.6, where G is the graph MJP: thus deg Hs 5. By addhg a diagonal to 
esch $-cycle of M4 we will now construct a planar graph G which violates 
Theorent 2.4. G is defined by deciding separately for each 4-cycle of M which of 
its two riiag*inal .E is an edge jf G. Lzt 4 = (u,, 02, u3, u4, q) be a 4 cycle of M4. 
There are two cases: 
Case I. Two (or -ore) distinct terticl:s of 4 belong to the same set Si. Let a 
diagonal of C# containing (at least) or::; such vertex be an edge of G. 
Case 11. Each veirtax of 4 belongs ‘“.o a distinct Si; tik E Si, and k # j implies Sik # & 
(j, k = 1,2,3.4). Observe that in this case $* = (Si,, . . (1 S,, S,,) is a 4-cycle of 
M4iP Hence +* his a diagonal in H. Let the corresponding diagonal of $J be an 
edge nf C. 
Jt is easily seen that G/P is a sdbgraph of H. Hence deg (G/P)< 5. Since G 
1’ ir_tgulXrs rhe piane, ‘his violates ‘Theorem 2.4. This conht’adictio,? completes the 
/ ,iif. 
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3. Ikth..w remarks and conjectures 
T*he feeLuleS presented in Section 1 indicate a connection between deg, and the 
order of the function b*(n). In particular, we have shown (Corollary 1.4 that if 
de&G is small (am), then b,(n) is also small (of order (m-l)“, linear for 
m = 2). One interesting problem is whether this implication can be reversed. For 
instance, it seems possible that if bc is line’ar then deg, G s 2. More generally (see 
also Conjecture 5), it seems possible that: 
Conjecture 1. If b,(n) := O(nm), dhen deg, G c 2m+1 - 2. 
A preliminary investigation of the class of tre.es suggests 3 sharper estimate. 
Conjecture 2. If G is a tree and if b,(n) = O(n”), then de;;,, G G m + 1. 
Conjectures 1 and 2 can be weakened by repla.cing tht.. condition “b,(n) = 
O(n”)” by “s&t) = O(n m-‘)“. In the very special case when sG(n) = O(l), i.e.. 
when m = 1, both conjectures yield the sam: bour.d; this c ise was verified for 
these weakened conjectures in Proposition 1.6. 
The following examples indicate that the restriction to trees in Conjecture 2 is 
essential. Let Lk be the n-dimensional lattice grap!‘l. In particular L2 is the graph 
.M4 discussed above, so deg, Lt= 4. Ulam conjectured thz following natural 
generalization of this fact. 
Conjecture 3. For eack k E N’, deg, Lk = 2k ( = deg L,, L 
Now fix k and let G = I.,,. Then b,(n) is polynomial of &gree k, but (presuma- 
bly) deg, G = 2k. 1; rIppears, then, that there ax gra;lhs G having arbirrarily large 
deg, G and polynomial tG(n), 
Conjecture 3 may be generalized as follow;. Recall that tic: Cartesian product of 
graphs G and H, denoted G x H, is ; graph defined by V(G X R) = V(G) X V(H) 
and (gl, h,)&, h2)E E(GX H) provided that (g,g, E E(G) iird Izl = h2) or (gl = g2 
and hlhz E E(H)). For example, L, x E, = I+,+.. It seems possible that: 
Conjecture 4. degm (G x H) = deg, G + deg, H. 
It is easy to see that the inequality “ 51 ” holds f<;* arbitrarl: graph’s G and H. 
Let Z, be the graph whose vertex set consists of th,. la.:tice points of k- 
dimensional Euclidean space, and such that two vertices : rt‘ adjacent iff their 
distance is not greater than \Tk. Ulam conjectureQ that: 
Let Hk (resp. I$) denote the s&graph of I& (resp. Z,) v&?ex-Muted by the 
t S,={1,2 , . , . ,2&f I)?. ‘I’& p%+titio@!M ,S;; &@es&nted on Fig. 4 shows that 
degk+i I& a ii and,de&,, Fk ‘G S.: We conjectureMf :dega I& 44 and dei, & = 6. 
(En the case of Hk, this has been verifi& ‘for k ~2.). ’ 
Although the present paper explored to an extent the relationship between 
combinatorics and topology, the .problems it dealt with were basically combinafor- 
iai in nature. We note that there-seems to be an essential di&rence-between the 
two types of problems and that the combinatorial theme is, in a sense, more 
gmzral. Loosely speaking, the density of a topological space [4,5,9] is the lower 
bolm3 for the degree of the intersection graph of sufficiently fi,le closed coverings. 
Not all integer values can be assumed by the density; if the dimension of a spa.ce 
is c 1, its density is C3; for dimension 2, thi; jumps to 6 or 7 (see [S]). In 
Fig. 4 
2k+l 
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gene& the density appears to follaw dimension exponentially. On the other 
ha&, Corollary 1.5 shows that deg, may assume any integer value 3 2. 
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